
Candles 

Candles have had a great start to the academic year, conducting interviews with their beneficiaries, 

organising workshops to which 5 team members attended and making moves to set up a library stall, 

sell in the university gift shop, and work at the Edinburgh Christmas market.  

By November they had raised £1,188 from the sales of candles. 3 Beneficiaries had made a total of 

83 candles and received £60, £60 and £46 respectively.  

They had also conducted another interview session with another beneficiary to prepare them for 

their NHS interview, and not only did they end up receiving the job their pay was increased more 

than the expected amount. By mid-November Candles were effectively supporting 5 beneficiaries.  

They’ve planned to release a valentine’s day scent and collaborate with Lilypads to create a new 

scent by the start of semester 2.  

They made and sold 12 Christmas scents and ordered 250 new glass jars, effectively generating a 

revenue of £1188 in November alone! Of course, we can’t forget that their online sales have been 

exceptional, reaching as far as the US 

As the new year dawns on candle they’re making plans to create a new website, a new logo, and 

continue their great business relations in Edinburgh. 

 

Palma 

1200 bars sold, 13 beneficiaries in Malawi maintained and supported, and a potential expansion of 

support to 70 families in the Philippines – October for Palma looked great, and like our other 

projects they were keen on proving their worth at the Potterrow markets, Leith markets, and the 

Christmas markets.  

Palma were very proactive in maintaining and developing external relationships and partnerships. 

They made plans to work with 16-18 year old students in international schools through  C.A.S; they 

formed a partnership with Sime Darby; in Malawi they were looking to employ farmers to produce 

their essential oils; while simultaneously expanding to schools in South East Malawi; they also made 

plans to have P&G distribute their products in the Philippines; and domestically they aimed to work 

with residents of care homes in a ‘volunteer scheme’ that would aid with local soap production.  

Palma launched their new and amazing website in November, around the same time they made 

plans to release their promotional video.  

For the coming year Palma planned to organise a Soapathon, discuss their expansions in Rwanda 

with an independent group, and introduce a new logo. Palma have done incredibly well this year in 

terms of sales, profits, empowerment, brand awareness, and team development, and I’m sure they’ll 

do even better in semester 2.  

 

 

 

 



Slurp:   

At the start of October Slurp had some funds they wanted to utilise, they were keen on updating and 

improving their website by creating a ‘Meet the team’ and ‘blog’ section, and they were very much 

seeking beneficiaries to support early on.  

On the business side of things, they had contacts with local Edinburgh restaurant David Bahn who 

could provide potential work experience for beneficiaries, Slurp were looking to refocus their 

attention towards merchandise, they would do this by creating a reusable slurp shopping bag that 

would include a recipe book contain slurp’s classic soups and stories.  

Whilst on the support side they met with a clinical psychologist who works with groups affected by 

homelessness to get more information about the epidemic and integrate it with their approaches 

towards their beneficiaries and blog posts.  

As the October research period ended slurp began making crucial moves. In November they 

designed a plan for beneficiaries, they invested in marketing programme for their members, and 

they researched out to the Grassmarket Community Project to find potential beneficiaries, with a 

meeting date set for December.  

Alongside this slurp their amazing designs off to be made, they transferred to a new website, setting 

up a mailing service and began working on their first blog post.  

Soon enough 200 bags had been ordered and their online shop had been set up to begin sales.  

By January slurp had sold over 172 bags.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Sanitree:  

Sanitree started off strong this semester with aims to sell pads in Edinburgh and a coffee and chat to 

celebrate environmental week. They then went on to speak at Prosper and Sexpression events, 

raising profile on campus.  

They were also looking to get speakers on a panel in January, effectively confirming Dr Niamh Moore 

as a speaker in November.  

Continuing with their proactive regime, a member of Sanitree took to India for 3 weeks to find new 

sales avenues in Bhind. While he was away the domestic team were working on launching a website 

shop for the next year, and to commence selling at Potterrow Markets on the 15th of November.  

They continued scouting for workshops and seeking beneficiaries and met with a keen potential 

project partner, the Jeevan Arth Foundation based in Jaipur.  

This wasn’t the end of a productive November for Sanitree, however, as they initiated a pad making 

workshop on the 22nd with Edinburgh craftivist collective, using materials from a charity shop, in 

order to establish connections.  

Fortunately nearing the end of the month their collective efforts amounted to great success as local 

groups Hearty Squirrel and One World Newington agreed to stock their pads on a sale or return basis 

and they were awarded £100 from the global fund to cover transport costs for February’s panel 

event  

doing a pad making workshop on the 22nd with Edinburgh craftivist collective, establishing 

connections. using materials from a charity shop. 

The conclude the semester a member of Sanitree began coding the website, in preparation for next 
years launch.  
 

Lilypads:  

Lilypads had a thrilling October, pitching in Cambridge, visiting their product developer in Glasgow 

and, and communicating with potential partner schools to fundraise and trial their education model.  

And of course, we can’t forget that they won £5000 at the Clinton Foundation!  

In November they began talks with charities in Kenya to establish links to roll out their project 

rapidly one they had developed their new pad. They’d also reached out to Enactus Kenya, Avon, and 

Tupperware.  

Once they’d finalised designs for their new pads, they met with a couple of schools to discuss their 

education model and were planning to go to Liverpool to train students.  

Shortly after their ‘Lily ladies’ sales program went under development, and they’d made plans to 

launch their education model and UK pad in January while collaborating with Edinburgh Candle 

Company to create a candle in anticipation for valentine’s day. 

 

 

 


